CASE

96%
participation rate on
Interactive Games

STUDY

Ready, Set, … Activate!
How Ryman is working with Odicci to support their customer
acquisition strategy across offline and online channels.
Since 1893 Ryman, part of the Theo Paphitis Retail Group (TPRG), has been a
leading name on the high street with over 200 stores nationwide, providing their
customers all over the UK with pens, pencils, calculators, notebooks and more
stationery essentials. More recently boosting their Ryman Activity club which

We have successfully worked
with Odicci on a number of
campaigns throughout 2020. The
platform provides easy to use
and diverse tools to help acquire
new customers and define
customer segments through
gamification. The team provide
excellent services and through
joined up planning and testing
we
have
identified
and
implemented a series of alwayson experiences allowing us to
really reap the benefit and
strengthen
our
customer
database. Our aim is to be able
to be helpful, inspired and
personalised comms to drive
customers back to Ryman and be
their destination of choice.

aims to balance working from home, home schooling and keeping every-one
entertained. .

CHALLENGES
Having a solid customer acquisition strategy is an essential component for any
business, since 2018, Ryman has been working with Odicci to help collect First and
Zero-Party Data from new customers in-store and online in a fun and engaging
way. Zero-Party Data is where a customer intentionally and proactively shares
with a brand, explicit information to add colour to customers profiles.

With online sales and revenue attributed from email marketing at its all-time
high, there is a huge desire to add more customers to the database, send
personalised

marketing

emails

with

dynamic

offers

and

product

recommendations
Phil Turner
Head of Marketing
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The Customer Engagement Platform
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58%
average opt-in rate

The Halloween Memory Match reflects on
current consumer experiences and provides
insight into consumer intent.
SOLUTION
With the help of the Odicci platform – which has many different types of
interactive experiences to help aid customer acquisition strategies – Ryman has
been able to run many experiences ranging from shopping spree prize draws,
memory match and Santa dash drop games.

Halloween Memory Match

In fact Ryman makes the most of every opportunity when engaging with a
potential new customer to collect First and Zero-Party Data to enhance
personalised communication with the right permissions.

RESULTS
Here is a result overview from recent acquisition experiences:

Find out more
Contact us for a demonstration of
the Odicci Engagement Platform to
collect Zero-Party Data and deliver
better personalised experiences.

Experience

Impressions

Participation

Opt-in

Christmas
Shopping Spree

26k

60%

51%

Halloween
Memory Match

10k

81%

61%

Instant Win /
Prize Draw

18k

68%

57%

Santa Dash

8k

96%

62%

Further insights showed that using an engaging call to action such as 'Everyone's a

hello@odicci.com
+44 20 7903 86 30

Winner' encouraged increased participation of the experience when compared to
using alternative CTA's such as 'Big Ticket Prize’. All First and Zero-Party Data
collected from Odicci experiences is automatically transferred to Ometria,
Ryman's Customer Data platform.

